EPIC AMENITIES, WITHIN REACH

The 2011 Mountain Aire. It tells an extraordinary story of unyielding luxury and ease. Once available only to a rarefied few, this motor coach has rewritten motor coaching history – to include you.
AFFORD EVERYTHING

From a well-appointed kitchen, polished porcelain flooring and Mystera® countertops to a living area with elegance for all the senses: Flexsteel™ furniture, contemporary lighting, hardwood window accents and a fully-appointed entertainment center — you deserve it all.

Your Mountain Aire kitchen has stainless appliances like the GE® microwave convection oven and optional residential refrigerator with dispenser and water dispenser.

The 2011 Mountain Aire features roomy hardwood cabinets with concealed hinges, handcrafted by Amish artisans.

You’ll make neat work of dinner and enjoy the view with Mountain Aire’s distinctive tile backsplash.
Sink into a luxurious mattress, complete with bolster, quilted bedspread and accent pillows as you enjoy your Sony® LCD TV.

Mountain Aire’s hardwood cabinet options pair well with any of the color combinations below. Raised-Panel Style doors are standard on Mountain Aire; Euro-Style doors are optional.

- Sangria
- Pewter
- Sahara
- Granite

Mountain Aire’s hardwood cabinet options pair well with any of the color combinations below. Raised-Panel Style doors are standard on Mountain Aire; Euro-Style doors are optional.
Choose from six 2011 Mountain Aire floorplans. Then choose the
pusher power. And all at a surprising low sticker price. So the
hardest decision to make is: which one?

2011 Mountain Aire Diesel Pusher 4314
2011 STANDARD FEATURES

- Ultralux Leather Driver/Passenger Seats with
- Flexsteel® Furniture
- Polished Mystera® Countertop in Kitchen,
- Hidden-Leaf Dinette Table with Four Chairs
- Residential Style Full Extension Ball Bearing
- Cabinets & Furniture
- Air Horns
- Rearview Color Monitor System
- Sony® LCD TV and DVD Player in Living and
- Bedroom Areas*
- Air Conditioning & Heating
- 10,000 lb. Towing Hitch with Two Extra 14
- Keyless Entry with Door Bell and Touch Pad
- POWER LOCKING BAGGAGE DOORS
- Chrome Convex Exterior Mirrors with Remote
- Rear Protective Tow Guard with Stainless Steel
- 8.0 kW Cummins Onan® Quiet Series Diesel
- Generator on Slideout Tray
- Two 15M Penguin™ Heat Pump Central Air
- Conditioners*
- Hardwood Raised-Panel Interior Passage Doors
- Hybrid Jade Maple Hardwood Cabinets
- Monument Maple Glazed Hardwood Cabinets
- Ultralux Leather Recliners with Lamp Stand*
- Ultralux Leather Euro Dinette *
- Ultralux Leather Sofa/Dinette Ensemble*
- Manhattan Glazed Maple Hardwood Cabinets
- Mundani Maple Hardwood Cabinets
- Norcold® Freezer on Pullout Tray
- Destination Bluewater 2000 Gallon Water Tank
- 50 Amp Electrical Service with Flexible Cord
- Dual Water Filter System
- Solar Prep
- Auxiliary Jack for MP3 Player
- Power Cord Rewind Reel
- Generator Pre-Wire for Freezer
- Three-Way Side Turn Signals
- CB Antenna
- CB Radio with Antenna
- Central Vacuum with Deluxe Tool Kit
- Additional Girard® Power Side Awning with
- Wind Sensor and Remote Control
- Hang-up Tow Guard
- Overhead Cabinets
- Ultralux Leather Queen Bed with Radius Cornered Mattress
- Cedar Paneling in Bedroom Wardrobe
- Footrest on Oversized Passenger Seat
- Power Duo Day/Night Window Shades
- Hide-A-Bed Sofa with Air Mattress*
- Ultralux Leather Euro Dinette *
- Ultralux Leather Scale*
SOLID MOUNTAIN AIRE CONSTRUCTION

Exterior features include: side front and rear caps with an integrated, Girard® integrated power side awnings, and a super clear Full-Paint Masterpiece™ finish with DigiShield™.

Newmar Express Limited Warranty Every Mountain Aire Diesel Pusher is backed by Newmar's one-year limited warranty/unlimited miles. Ask your Newmar dealer for details.

Limited Five-Year Structural Warranty If any part of your Newmar recreational vehicle or material supplied by Newmar, it will be repaired without charge for either parts or labor perform properly within five years from the date of purchase because of faulty workmanship or material.

FLOORPLAN SPECIFICATIONS

CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS
The Newmar Kountry Klub is an exclusive club for owners of fine Newmar products that offers many advantages and benefits to its members. Learn more at www.newmarkountryklub.com.

Established over 40 years ago, Newmar is an innovator and leader in the RV manufacturing industry. Its quality craftsmanship is recognized nationally. The Newmar dealer network spans across the United States and Canada.

Please be our guest for a Newmar factory tour. Call 1-800-860-0086 to learn more.

www.newmarcorp.com
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